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Motivation
- Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) systems connect neural activity to the control of an external device.
- It stands to reason that the better the neural signals, the better the device control will be.
- We sought to characterize the precise relationship between neural signal quality and BCI system performance.
- We expected that as the amount of neurons decrease, decoder performance will decline proportionally. But we wanted to know (1) What is the shape of that relationship? It could be a sharp decline, or gradual. And (2) Are there “special neurons” that provide more decode performance than others? (3) Would a Kalman Filter or Linear regression decoder be more robust to this change, and similarly, would a position, velocity, or position-velocity decoder fair better?

We hoped to see the shape of the relationship between number of neurons and performance, to see if “performance” neurons were effective in building decoders, and test to see the robustness of different Kalman Filters and Linear Regression decoders as neurons are reduced.

After conducting our neuron-reducing analysis, performance behaved in an exponential fashion, with the position decoder performing the best on average.

Our hypothesis that high performance neurons would perform better than indifferent neurons was disproved.

Does the order when a performance neuron is dropped matter? Also, perform the same analysis using PVA & OLE decoders.

Perform neuron-dropping in a manner that respects or ignores the low-dimensional “neural manifold” and see if the outcome is different.
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Conclusions
- We hoped to see the shape of the relationship between number of neurons and performance, to see if “performance” neurons were effective in building decoders, and test to see the robustness of different Kalman Filters and Linear Regression decoders as neurons are reduced...
- After conducting our neuron-reducing analysis, performance behaved in an exponential fashion, with the position decoder performing the best on average.
- Our hypothesis that high performance neurons would perform better than indifferent neurons was disproved.
- By the data, it appears that there is a casual relationship between neuron number and performance.

Future Questions
- Does the order when a performance neuron is dropped matter? Also, perform the same analysis using PVA & OLE decoders.
- Perform neuron-dropping in a manner that respects or ignores the low-dimensional “neural manifold” and see if the outcome is different.